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WIC Local Agency Conference Call – COVID-19 
W E D N E S DA Y ,  S E P T E M BE R  1 5 ,  8 : 3 0  –  9 : 3 0  A M

Agenda and Notes 
Welcome and overview of agenda 

WIC Program Updates 

USDA/NWA updates – Kate 
We are approaching a new federal fiscal year and awaiting an appropriation bill for a budget or a 
Continuing Resolution (CR).  We are in a waiting period currently.  It is possible $35 Cash Value 
Benefits (CVB) for fruits and vegetables might be extended if there is a CR; in the meantime all 
benefits should be changed back to normal issuance at regular levels on and after Oct. 1, 2021.  

NWA has an active “extend the bump” campaign to support the CVB increase.  Watch for 
information in the NWA Monday Update.  This coming year there will be a focus on Child Nutrition 
Reauthorization and WIC food package review. 

HuBERT Outage Summary and Follow Up – Tami 
On Friday morning 9/10 it was detected that there was a possible incursion to the data center where 
Minnesota WIC servers are located.  At that time Gainwell, our MIS contractor that hosts our 
servers, as part of their standard protocol, cut off all in and outgoing internet connectivity and began an 
investigation.  At this time, there is no indication that there was a data breach, but the investigation 
continues. 

Once the incident was identified as a possible incursion, Gainwell began a remediation plan to get 
MN WIC and all other entities in the data center back up and running.  It was determined that the 
best way to move forward was to rebuild the servers using the database back up that was created 
the night before on 9/9/21.  The priority was to start with the HuBERT Production servers so that 
Local Agencies would be up and running right away on Monday 9/13.   

Gainwell worked throughout the weekend and was in communication with the state WIC office as to 
their progress.  At that time, we sent an email to Local Agencies with the information we had to date 
indicating we were still working on the system, and we would send an email when it was safe for 
them to go into HuBERT. 

State staff met with Gainwell at 7:00 am on Monday 9/13, at that time the servers were ready to go 
and test externally.  When Gainwell made the servers available externally at 7:30 am, a compliance 
buy benefit was issued and an error was received that the benefit IDs already existed, so benefits 
were not being issued to the eWIC processor correctly.  The system was taken down again 
immediately.   

After some research it was determined that the benefit IDs were out of sync due to participants 
being certified and issued benefits after the backup was created on 9/9/21.  Issues were also 
created by participants being issued benefits in the few minutes that HuBERT was up at 7:30am 
when we were attempting to test the system. We had hoped that WIC agencies would not try to 
access the system until we sent another update out that HuBERT was up and running again. We 
certainly understand that you all were eager to get back into the system again. 

State staff along with Gainwell resolved the benefit issue problems that had occurred on 9/13/21 
prior to bringing the system back up at 10:03 am. The issues that occurred as a result of after-hours 
certification and issuance were identified, and state staff worked with agencies to resolve the issues 
and get valid benefits for participants on 9/14/21. 
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At this time, HuBERT production is up and functioning correctly.  Gainwell is still working to rebuild 
the Reports and Training servers as well as to bring Infoview back online.  We do not have a timeline 
for this yet. We know these functions are important for WIC agencies and we are assured that 
Gainwell is working to bring these back online. We will share a timeline once we have more 
information.  

The situation where we were delayed in bringing HuBERT back online Monday morning was due to 
activity occurring in HuBERT after hours.  This is just one example of why it is so important to follow 
the Information System Hours of Availability and not access the system outside of the set hours.  We 
will be creating a memo for the Wednesday Update (WU) this week reiterating the hours that 
HuBERT is available.  Please refer to them and share with all staff that access HuBERT. 

• Monday – Friday between 7:00AM – 8:00PM
• Saturday between 7:00AM – 12:00PM
• Sunday between 7:00AM – 2:00PM

We really need your help to reinforce this rule and ensure staff do not access the system during 
these designated times. We plan to start running periodic reports to identify any activity after hours. 

WIC Online Shopping Pilot Proposal – Jessie 
We are excited to announce MN submitted a proposal to the Online Ordering RFP at the end of 
August.  The grant is through the Gretchen Swanson Center for Nutrition in a cooperative 
agreement with the USDA Food and Nutrition Services.   

MN is the lead state for the project in conjunction with Iowa, Nebraska, and Wisconsin.  The project 
is partnering with HyVee as our retailer and FIS/CDP as a mutual eWIC service Provider for these 
states.  

We will find out if MN is awarded the grant by Sept 30th and if selected, we begin the project and 
planning phase October 1, of this year.  The total project would go through May 31st, 2023, to 
successfully implement online ordering with HyVee in all states involved.  The grant award would 
also include waivers for federal regulations identified in the proposal.  We will keep you updated 
closer to the Sept 30th announcement.   

If awarded the grant, online shopping would only be accomplished at HyVee for the time being.  
Nationally, the end goal is to utilize knowledge of technology and flexibility in federal regulations to 
accomplish WIC transactions.   

Grant Agreements/signatures needed between October and December – Rebecca 
The grant agreements are currently under review by our legal team.  After they are complete with 
their process, the agreements will go to MDH Financial Management for encumbrance. We 
anticipate they will go out for signatures through DocuSign at the beginning of October.  There have 
been some requests from LAs for the grant agreements to be sent out for review as early as 
possible; however we are waiting on our team at MDH to do their necessary steps.   

After the agreements are sent out to grantees, there will be instructions for obtaining signature(s) 
through DocuSign and how to send the agreement back to MDH for their final steps. We request 
agencies to return these to MDH by December 1, so the Grant Agreements can be fully executed by 
December 31, 2021. 

Conference Reminders – Carole 
Reminder, the conference is coming up on Thursday, September 30, 2021! 

If you have not already done so, remember to register.  There are currently 388 individuals 
registered for the conference. 
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We have three Teams LIVE trial sessions remaining where staff can drop in to make sure they can log 
in, hear us, and type into the Q & A. Our first trial day was Monday, and we had a few LA staff join 
and say hi in the Q & A. (See the 9/8/21 WU for more information and on the conference page on 
the MN WIC website!) 

Since it is a Teams LIVE event, there are a few unique items to mention. We are only able to allow 
for Q & A (no chat) and no unmuting of participants during the conference.  We have a set amount 
of time for Q & A at the end of each of the three main presentations. All questions will be answered 
either the day of the conference or if time runs out, we will be sending unanswered questions to the 
presenter and we will post the answers in a WU. If staff call in and have questions, they will have to 
email any questions to Carole Kelnhofer.   

Please review the technical guide and all the conference information on our MDH website in the 
local agencies section under WIC 2021 Virtual Conference (it is updated regularly). We will also be 
posting a PDF of the PowerPoint presentations next week.  

There will be CPEU/CERPs credits available for both live and recorded viewing.  An evaluation will be 
required to fill out before anyone can receive credits.  

The recorded conference will be available on the MDH Learning Center later this year. We will send 
out communication when it is available for staff to view. 

Questions and Answers 
If the CVB for fruits and vegetables is extended, will MDH be able make those changes to 
the October food packages behind the scenes or will we need to make the change in each 
family chart? 
It isn’t possible for the State Agency to make food package changes for all participants in 
the Management Information System (MIS).  The changes will need to occur at issuance of 
individual food packages by WIC staff. 

The HuBERT server issue was quite stressful for staff and I think it would help to have the 
explanation of what occurred in a Wednesday Update. Were you thinking of doing this? 
Yes, the September 15, 2021 WU memo described what occurred and outlined the MIS 
hours that it is available for WIC staff use. 

Minnesota Department of Health - WIC Program, 85 E 7th Place, PO BOX 64882, ST PAUL MN 55164-
0882; 651-201-4404, health.wic@state.mn.us, www.health.state.mn.us; to obtain this information in a 
different format, call: 651-201-4404 

mailto:health.wic@state.mn.us
http://www.health.state.mn.us/
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